
THE TASTING PANEL
Get totally fruited with these amazing enhanced fruit beers.

Green Flash Passion Fruit Kicker
This American wheat beer takes all the lovely fruit esters of a belgian 
blonde and turbo charges it with aromatic, sweet passion fruit. On the 
palate there’s a grainy Belgian wit vibe but also a tartness from the fruit 
that lightens it all. A surprisingly complex beer that lives up to its name.

Dugges Black Apple Berlinerweiss
Brewed after one of the staff at Dugges brought in some apple liquorice 
and got the head brewer addicted to them, this beer is almost as moreish. 
At the start it’s all green apple before tangy liquorice flavours and a roasted 
bitterness from the dark malts take over. Probably the least refreshing 
Berlinerweisse ever made, but undoubtably addictive. 

Siren Primal Cut
Not your usual name for a beer, but then this is not your usual beer. The 
concept may feel muddled – a smoked blackcurrant and coffee porter 
inspired by barbecue sauce – but what you end up with is a beautifully 
balanced and utterly unique beer with lots of savoury bacon, dark fruit and 
roast coffee flavours. 

Howling Hops Cherry Gose
Don’t expect the deep cherry notes of a lambic. This pink-hued sour beer 
is much cleaner, and the traditional addition of salt adds a minerality than 
makes it even lighter. That said, it’s loaded with flavours of strawberry and 
cherry, as well as preserved lemon and a little grain character that make it 
as moreish as it is refreshing.

St Germain/Nøgne Ø Rhub’ IPA
Some brewers use fruit to add big aromas and heighten hop flavours, but 
in this unlikely collab between France’s St Germain and Norway’s Nøgne Ø, 
they have used rhubarb to completely change the make-up of an IPA. It’s 
lowered the pH to become sour, and added a fleshy fruitiness to the beer that 
just about shines through the acidity. The result is a crisp, puckering beer that 
explodes with that trademark aromatic stewed rhubarb flavour in the mouth.
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To Øl Violets are Blue
In true To Øl fashion, this beer is about as idiosyncratic as beer can get. Deep 
purple in colour thanks to the blueberries, it’s hopped with Nelson Sauvin 
and Hallertau blanc, both known for their white wine and gooseberry notes. 
The result is a tart, ultra-fruity saison with plenty of wine-like characteristics 
– white from the hops and red from the tannins in the fruit.

Brew By Numbers Saison Ginger & Grapefruit
Probably the most subtle of the fruited beers in this box, this beer is 
dominated by the glorious saison yeast, which kicks out lots of Belgiany 
spicy esters. That’s backed by the warming tingle of ginger that is on the 
nose and the back of the throat, and a little acidity and pithiness from the 
grapefruit which quietly lowers the pH of the beer and makes it even more 
drinkable.

Lindemans Cuvee Rene Kriek
Lindemans are more known for their sweetened lambics, but they still make 
traditional oude-style beers that compete with the very best. So prepare 
for an all-out assault on the senses with this dry, funky cherry beer. Loads 
of bret character and a cheek filling, deep cherry roundness. If you have 
ever dismissed Lindemans, this will change your mind.

Lervig Lucky Jack Grapefruit
You need to get the timing right for this beer. Crack the can as you breath 
in, and you will get the most exciting, concentrated hit of grapefruit from 
any beer ever made. Pithy and slightly tart, the aromas sing right through 
on the palate too, making this our favourite grapefruit beer in the world.

Wild Beer Pogo
The problem with writing about Pogo is that it does exactly what it says on 
the tin. It’s made with passion fruit, guava and orange and it tastes just like 
passion fruit, guava and orange juice, with some extra pine and tropical 
aromas from the antipodean hops. It’s a riot of flavour at a modest abv.
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